


Why Blerd ?

Representation Matters. 

At Blerd, we believe that everyone deserves to see themselves reflected in the media and 

pop culture. Historically, blerds have been underrepresented and overlooked, leaving a 

void in the representation of the African American nerd community.

We understand that when these two cultures intersect, it creates a unique perspective 

that deserves to be heard and celebrated. That's why Blerd was created, to bring nerd 

culture through a person of color lens.

By showcasing blerds in all their diversity and individuality, we aim to empower and 

inspire others to embrace their passions and be proud of who they are. Whether it's 

through our events, merchandise, or content, Blerd is a space for blerds to come together 

and celebrate their shared interests and experiences.

Join us in our mission to bring representation and visibility to the blerd community. 

Because representation matters, and it's time for blerds to be seen and heard.



Our PIQ Values

Positivity

Inclusion

Quality



Our Brands



Our History

Blerd, established in 2019, has seen exceptional growth.

We can do the same for you!  A bit about us: 

● 8,000+ Instagram,  3,000+ Facebook, 2,000+ Tik Tok followers 

● Blerd.com in 2022 -> 100k+ page views & 50k+ unique visitors

● Blerd Without Fear -  70k+ Youtube subscribers

● Blerd Gaming Discord - 200+ Active Gamers

● +$75k in Blerd™ merchandise sales since launch  

● 700+ pieces of unique Blerd.com content

● Blerd LLC owns the trademark to Blerd 

● Blerd.com web domain #1 for term “blerd”

 



Blerd Demographics

Blerd is a recognized identity among Black nerds, encompassing gamers, tech 
enthusiasts, anime fans, and comic book lovers. Our community is diverse, 
well-educated, and highly opinionated, with a strong presence among 18-34 year 
olds who are early adopters and financially independent.

Whether it's through gaming, technology, or pop culture, Blerd is a platform for this 
community to come together and celebrate their passions. As a marketer, 
partnering with Blerd allows you to reach a highly engaged and influential audience.



Strategy $5-10K

Social media post $200 each

Copywriting & blog posting $250 each

Video Production $5k-10k

Sponsored posts $300 each

Ad space Variable

Featured event space $400

Graphic Design Work Variable

Character design $500 each

Podcast Commercials $100 per ep.

Services & Rates



Let’s Work Together:

info@blerd.com

mailto:info@blerd.com



